SCRIBE REPORT
RUN 1723
Saturday 9th February 2019
Fungus, Butt Plug,
Gay PigFucker, Unplugged
Patong View Point
(Also called ‘Not the Kalim’ run’)

The PreRun
Tight Fit (TF) is at it again whispering sweet nothings in my ear. This time about how he has to
disappear to southern Europe for a few months and would I like to take on the role of Hash Scribe.
Also how this is a wonderful opportunity for me to get to know our fellow Hashers a little better. So
I agreed but only in the knowledge that it is worth a few extra free beers.
The Run and Hares
GM called the Hash to order and form a circle. The Hares were called into the circle to explain the
run with Fungus reading from an extensive set of notes. There was concern that he wasn’t getting
confused between the two runs – more about that later. Points of note were that obstacles, hazards
etc were marked with yellow and black tape and when encountering an orchard you were not
expected to pick all the fruit.
(The piccie of the Hares was taken with a long range lens with Fungus in the foreground so as to
give the impression he is bigger than his co-hare Unplugged)
I missed the instructions for the
Shortcutters route but guess it was
the same as the run but just less of it.
We headed out of the Laager site in a
southerly direction and after a little
checking left and right on the access
road we crossed over the road into the
hillside plantation.
After some up and down bits the trail went down a slope to a nice boggy area which involved some
queuing for a while where some got the doubtful pleasure of seeing Mighty Quim in his usual state
of undress.
We followed the boggy area for a
while and then it was OnUp another
hillside after which we meandered
along on relatively level ground and
tracks allowing us to get our breath
back.

There then ensued a steady climb to the top of the hill (must be the Fungus bit) accompanied by
lots of heavy breathing. After reaching the top it was then a steady descent back down with much
of it on made up track. As we neared the bottom there was a profusion of multi colour, blue and
pink paper. There was also the presence of some of the Hares so methinks there must be some
kind of Fuck Up. However the Hares after denying any sort of FU said you are about 5 minutes
from the Laager but then snidely added but at the pace you are going that’s more like 10 minutes.
After a period of some more descent I came across a Harriet and asked how she knew we were on
the right trail as there was no sign of paper – she said we don’t need that – we all know exactly
where we are!! And sure enough we did because in the next minute or so at high speed running
(snail pace) we were back at the Laager.
The Circle
GM welcomed in the Hares Fungus, Butt Plug, Gay PigFucker and Unplugged. GPF was
asked how many years he had been coming to the Phuket Hash with some vagary around whether
it was 4 to 5 years or 40 to 50 years. However GM was pleased to congratulate GPF as a Virgin
Hare after all this time and also to young Unplugged who was probably not even born when GPF
first came on the Hash. It was at this juncture that the whole affair seemed to go to Unplgged’s
head who proceeded to blow the Hash Horn and sit on the ice. This ensued for a little time until
GM managed to bring matters back to order by putting both of the Butts on the ice
GM gave the Hares down downs for the unrun Kamala Koma Kalim run or KKK for short.

GM then started wittering about what a difficult week he has had ‘calming the troops’ and that the
Hash does not wash it’s dirty laundry in public.
Some wag shouted ‘no but they do on the internet’ The airing meme is for our American cousins
since apparently they do not wash their laundry but air it – so be sure to give them an adequate BO
margin on the Hash
GM called last week’s scribe No Hope into the circle and thanked him for last week’s report
especially his comment about giving the GM respect and also further requests to keep dogs under
control. No Hope did correct the GM that was not quite what he
said regarding GM respect (A thought on the dog debacle - if a
dog really really wants to come on the run then charge them a
fee just like everybody else). Tight Fit as Sous Scribe and
Sweaty Bollox were also called in to announce that since the
Sous Scribe was going away for a few months Sweaty would
stand in for him. Sweaty politely informed the assembled throng
that he would not write the report every week and would be
looking for volunteers. Secret Agent Dick Gobbler (SAGB) told
him to fuck off. More about him later.

GM asked how many people had read the report by a show of hands – very few were raised. GM
commented ‘what an illiterate bunch of warthogs’
Dog control was raised again with Campari called into the circle to either get the Black & White
and the Rat dogs under order or they will get a yellow card. Campari as a result got a free beer!!
GM called Lucky Lek into the circle to explain how he had managed to register last week and then
disappeared. Extensive searches were made to find him but GM had it on good authority that he
had been invited by fiends to go camping in Mai Khao with some girls. He was duly iced to cool his
ardor.
Anouments
Murkury – glasses left in his pick up
Scrubber Iron Pussy on 13th Feb and make sure you wear your red dress as it’s a St. Valentine’s
Day run
GoGo Trump did an update on the Out Station Run on 8-10th
March confirming that 97 people have registered so far and there is
accommodation for a further 20 people. Registration will close in
two week’s time. The theme of the run is Peeping through the
Keyhole as ably modelled by GoGo and her Co Hares Too Old to
Fuck and Nothing. The theme of the run is especially for Blue
Harlot who apparently is very skilled at peeping through orifices.

GM advised he went to the Expat Bar last Monday and was gob smacked by how quiet it was – just
like the National Library. He said there were just a few old gentlemen in there including a few
Hashers crouched over tables scribbling on bits of paper
Also Butt Plug was prancing around as the Quiz Master and acting s though he was Port Talbot’s
answer to Bamber Gasgoine and orating like Richard Burton. Butt Plug quizzed the GM whether
he was sure it was Monday as they have quiz night on Tuesday. Everybody agreed that as it was
the GM it must have been Monday and that it is the Expat Bar who are confused!! GM then
suggested the Hash should get a quiz team together and if they go to the Expat on a Monday night
they would most likely win.

GM Joke Time
Quazimodo goes on Mastermind, and says he would like to
answer questions on masturbation. Magnus says ‘You can’t
answer questions on Masturbation, Quasimodo responds: Well
I’ve started so I’ll finish

GM seems to have lost his hat!!

GM invited in the Registrars Mighty Quim & Invisible Man and
thanked them for all their good work. GM said nobody fully appreciates
what they do and they spend many hours counting the money as they
are personally accountable for any losses. Let’s hope they can speak
dog when they are collecting their fees. Note MQ in usual state of
undress. He got away with this one since it was a Tinmen towel.

Virgins, Returnees, Departers Visitors and Awards
Virgins were Linus, Janet & Elena – Linus had
disappeared with his friend Top Off and only the two
ladies were there to receive their induction. Fungus
was on the ice at this juncture (as he was for most of
the Circle) and was asked to face away from the
young ladies as the water was poured over them.
There were no visitors this week and GM’s view was
that since we are having packs in excess of 160 who
needs visitors anyway. I guess it must be down to
his popularity and also you get to throw beer over
him!!
New Members this week were Chris, Denise, Alexandre and Vivian. GM advised the new
members that the next step in their Hash life will be to get Hash Names. They looked quite
entranced as they received such wise words emanating from somewhere within the GM

Returners this week were Rusty Hook, Any Cock’ll Do, Vicky, Tumble Dryer, Jackkaphong
and Nongnapat. GM challenged Tumble Dryer as to why she thought she was a Returner since
he saw her on last week’s run. She said you may think so but I was in Vietnam. I feel GM is
suffering with stress and fatigue and we should all rally around him. A point for discussion in the
next circle. Also just how many runs did Tumble Dryer miss to get her free beer. Not many I think!!

Awards
Bjorn to Run and Key Unt were awarded 25 Run T-Shirts – well
done to them. Next stop 100 runs!!
Visiting Hashers
None this week..

Steward
GM introduced Julie Andrews into the Circle as this week’s Steward. JA commenced his stint by
bringing in the Hares and SADG as the resident Hash Jew. Some
mention of Hitler and Nazism. Not sure
what it was all about but just look at the
pics from the last Kamala Koma run and
you will soon see why.
Gobby was invited to sit on the ice for
removing Hash property from the circle
i.e. a beer cup. She kept screaming all the
way through the whole process thereby
confirming she is aptly named.
Little Jonny, Tootsie, Train Spotter and Mannekin Pis were called in regarding an incident that
occurred at the Tinmen. Also GM was called in as witness to the incident. This group were
relaxing at Shakers late into the evening when Little Jonny’s parents turned up demanding to
know where Little Jonny was as he was expected home. Tootsie and Train Spotter were
charged with making sure that they do just that in future.
Julie called in the Hares for a second time and suggested they starting spreading out and looking
for his brother Anal Vice who apparently had lost AV and this was the second time they had done
this. Then came lots of shouting of ‘Behind You’ when Anal appeared from the crowd so all was
good with the Hash again.
Julie said there was a guy called Gordon who got on the bus at Kamala who was not yet a
member of the Hash but when he does become one he would like his Hash name to be Flash
Gordon. (I actually though he said Flesh Gordon). Julie requested that he be given any name but
this to a backdrop chorus of Gordon is a Moron. Post circle note – there is nobody registered on
the run called Gordon. So not only is he trying to determine his Hash name but is probably not
paying his dues either. Registrars to investigate!!! Manekin Pis was invited to take a beer on
behalf of the mysterious Gordon as he had disappeared.
GM thanked Julie for a good stewardship accompanied by much applause from the Circle.

Other Stuff and Iceee’s
MP gave an announcement that the Kamala people shouldn’t worry about being caught for drink
driving since the Kamala police had gone on strike after they heard that a promise to expect a
shitload of backhanders from some Farangs had not materialised as the Farangs hadn’t shown up.
SADG called GoGo Trump in regarding some mysterious music that was playing as the GM was
giving instructions at the start of the run. GoGo was busy trying to find the guilty culprit when she
discovered the music was coming from her back pocket.
No Hope called in Hangover, Hard On and Master Baker as a stand in for Wilma. These FRB’s
were totally confused by a sign telling the right way to go and instead were looking for non-existent
paper. I know the feeling as I didn’t see the sign either.
Nut Cleaver called in the Hares plus GM on a point of order that GM had awarded the Hares two
beers for the two runs. Should they and the Hash Master therefore be considered for the Hashit
as they had already been awarded a beer for the run.
GM countered by calling in NC as a trouble maker after all the efforts he had made to calm the
troops.
Blue Harlot called in MP and did a joke about the arranging of a birthday party for an ex girl friend.
Apparently MP offered birthday cake, balloons, staff to sing Happy Birthday etc. whereas all BH
was looking for was a bouncy castle, colouring books, pencils etc.
Hard On noted that the Laager site had been changed due to the close proximity of a police check
for the Kalim run – HO lives about 300 metres from the re-arranged Laager site and still ended up
having to go through a police check where he got stopped and ended up paying a bribe along with
King Klong and Kaiser Bill .
Jungle Balls called in No Name Yet but colloquially known as Super Lube due to T-shirt he was
wearing. JB was running with SL and saying he was quite enjoying the run even though it was set
by Fungus – that is unless the Hares fuck up the in-trail and sure enough they did.
King Klong was called in with sister Maggie since she had been running for some time and still
did not have a Hash name – she ended up with Gorilla Klong.
GM advised that there would be a change of run start time as it is getting lighter – Fungus shouts
out ‘Yes, but you are getting heavier’. I think he was already on the ice at this point.
GM called in the ex GM’s just to see if they would start squabbling and sure enough they did
namely Jungle Balls, Mannekin Pis & SADG. Perhaps no surprises there and it was all about
premature reccying of the run and finding the in trail at the start of the run.
Runmaster
After a very torrid week of concern and issues regarding the location of the respective Laager sites
and other aspects which Runmaster SADG had called into question at last week’s run it is perhaps
not surprising that the Hashit ended up on SADG’s shoulders. I am not intimate with all the in’s &
out’s of the concerns, comments, complaints raised with the GM about this but I cannot help but
feel a little bit of symphathy for SAGB because he was a loser on this from Day 1 even though ‘he

got his way’. I also think there is a parallel with this
situation and a certain island community in Western
Europe .who are going through similar soul searching
exercises at the present time. It therefore crossed my
mind that as SAGB is basically persona non grata at the
Hash for the foreseeable future whether we should
consider sending him to meet a certain Mrs May and see
if he could help her in any way. That way we could kill
two birds with one stone…………………
I’m sure she would overlook the Jewishness of the
potential advisor but perhaps not her opposite number
Mr. Corbyn

On another point as I said I will be looking for some volunteers to help with the scribing and with
that inject some diversity i.e. people whose first language is not English (translation services will be
provided), other genders, short cutters. The list goes on……
On On!
Sweaty Bollox
Secondary Sous Scribe
www.phuket-hhh.com

DON’T FORGET – RUN START TIME IS NOW 4 PM!!

